We performed image cytometric measurements of DNA content and distribution on cycling human HCT-8 cells stained for fluorescence with propidium iodide (PI). Seven M e rent fmtion protocols were evaluated for stoichiometry of PI staining and for their ability to preserve in vivo chromatin structure. Bimodal integrated optical intensity (IOI) histograms were obtained with all fmtion protocols. Increased accessibility of DNA to the dye was evident in increased dues of the IO1 at the GI peak. The fmtives studied, in order of increasing accessibility to DNA, were Regaud's, Boehm-Sprenger, Carnoy's, air-drying, methanol, ethanol, and ace-tonelmethanol. In general, the coefficient of variation of the IO1 within the G1 peak was higher for fmtives where DNA is less accessible. Features describing the spatial distribution of stain exhibited dramatic changes for Boehm-Sprenger fmtion, which were consistent with the observation that in vivo conformation of chromatin is best pteserved with this method. (JHistochem Cytochem 1994) 
Introduction
Determination of tumor ploidy by flow or image cytometry has proven to be an important source of diagnostic and prognostic information in a number of early and invasive human cancers (1) . Although the principal advantage of flow cytometry is the rapidity of measurement, this technique does not provide the high spatial resolution information obtained by image cytometry. Qualitative evaluation of the spatial organization of chromatin in the cell nucleus has long been one the most important sources of information for the diagnosis and prognosis of malignancy, and highresolution image analysis provides a means for quantitating this information. A wide array of image cytometric features describing nuclear morphology and spatial distribution of stained DNA have been surveyed, and quantitative measurements of atypical nuclear morphology and DNA distribution have been shown to be highly correlated with diagnosis and prognosis for many cancers (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) .
Although most image cytometric studies to date involving clinical material have been performed with brightfield microscopy and absorbance stains, the use of fluorescence stains may provide sig-nificant advantages for quantitative DNA measurements. Foremost, there are a number of fluorescent stains available that provide one step, non-destructive, stoichiometric labeling of DNA. In absorbance cytometry, the Feulgen reaction is generally recognized as the most reliable procedure for stoichiometric labeling of DNA. The acid hydrolysis step required for this reaction is destructive to other cell constituents and may introduce denaturation artifacts in the measurement of cellular DNA distribution. In addition, fluorescent dyes can be used under conditions in which the amount of material present is directly proportional to the fluorescence intensity. In absorbance, this proportionality is via a logarithmic function of the intensity, which creates a number of problems for quantitative measurements (7,s).
The first step in characterization of nuclear texture parameters involves an assessment of the considerable influence of fixation on the distribution of DNA within the nucleus. A number of studies have demonstrated differing levels of stain accessibility to DNA with different protocols (9) (10) (11) (12) . In general, they have shown that fixatives containing agents that cross-link DNA to nucleoproteins, such as paraformaldehyde, formalin, Boehm-Sprenger, and K2Cr207, lead to increased values for the cy of DNA content for diploid cells, as well as to a marked reduction in uptake of fluorescent dyes compared with alcohol-based fixatives. This has been explained in terms of insolubilization of nuclear proteins owing to cross-linking to DNA and prevention of chromatin decondensa- 22 22 4 4 22 22 .20
The composition and temperature of each fuative solution are listed, as well as the abbreviations used throughout the text. The formaldehyde solution was not buffered and consisted of 37% formaldehyde in H20 with 10-1>% methanol as a preservative. NA, not applicable. tion processes that are associated with alcohol and detergent treatments.
The preservation of in vivo chromatin condensation patterns with the use of cross-linking fixatives may provide important information in the assessment of chromatin changes involved in disease processes. The aim of this study was to obtain a quantitative characterization of the differences in spatial distribution of chromatin between various fixative treatments in a model cell culture system. We intended to identlfy an optimal fixation protocol for preservation of in vivo chromatin distribution and staining stoichiometry and to estimate the magnitude of decondensation processes involved with other commonly used protocols. We examined the distribution statistics of nuclear optical intensity and moments of the probability distribution of gray level co-occurrence values (Markovian texture features) (13).
*Materials and Methods
DNA Check Beads. DNA check beads (Coulter Electronics, Hialeah, n, cat. #6603488), used to determine the precision of optical intensity measurements, were concentrated from dilute solutions by centrifugation. A drop of concentrated solution was spread on a microscope slide and allowed to air-dry. Slides were subsequently mounted with glycerollPBS (101). CJI Culture. Human HCT-8 colorectal adenocarcinomacells were grown in monolayer cultures in RPMI 1640 medium, supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum, 100 U/ml PenSuep (Gibco; Grand Island, NY) and 1 mglml sodium bicarbonate. Cell doubling times were determined to be approximately 26 hr. Before reaching confluence, the monolayers were harvested with 0.25% trypsinlEDTA. The cells were then subcultured directly on microscope slides: approximately 2 x lo' cells were seeded for each slide and the cells were grown for 36 hr before fixation. The polystyrene culture dishes usedwere square (10 cm x 10 cm x 1.5 cm) (Gibco, cat. 4021); three slides were laid flat in each dish and 12 slides were prepared for each fmtive batch.
Fixation. Slides were removed from the growth medium and rinsed twice in PBS at O' C. All fixatives were prepared fresh immediately before use. For all fixatives listed in Table 1 , slides were immersed for 30 min in the fixative solution, with the exception of acetonelmethanol, for which the slides were immersed for 2 hr. Slides fixed by air-drying were allowed to stand at room temperature (RT) after the PBS rinse. Slides were removed from the fixative, allowed to air-dry, and were stored at RT until staining.
Pmpidium Iodide Staining. Slides were rehydrated through graded alcohols at RT (loo%, 75%, 50%. 0% ethanol:H20) and the cells were subsequently permeabilized by immersion in a 0.5% solution of Tween 20 (Sigma; St Louis, MO) in PBS for 15 min at RT. The slides were then incubated at 37'C in a solution of RNAse A (Sigma) in PBS (3 mglml) for 1 hr. Staining was performed by immersion in a solution of 100 pglml(l.5 x lo-* M) propidium iodide (PI; Sigma) in PBS for 12 hr. Staining was carried out at RT, with the exception of methanol-and ethanol-fixed cells, which were stained at 4°C. No differences were observed in the staining patterns between 4°C and 22°C for these fixatives (data not shown). Slides were then rinsed in three washes of PBSlTween 20, and coverslips were mounted in glycergel (Dako; Santa Barbara, CA). The slides were stored at 4'C until ready to scan, which in all cases was within 12 hr of completion of the staining procedure.
Automated Microscopy. The image cytometry device used in these experiments, an experimental version of the Cyto-Savant system (Xillix Technologies; Vancouver, BC, Canada), has been described in detail elsewhere (14). This device is fully automated and is able to scan, focus, image, and calculate features for as many as 2000 cells in ~2 0 min. Briefly, the apparatus consists of an Olympus BH2 microscope base and epifluorescence illumination attachment designed for Koehler illumination. The light source used was a 100-W quartz-tungsten-halogen lamp (Phillips) powered by a stabilized light source. A flat-field, chromatic aberration-free objective lens (Nikon CF series; x 20, NA = 0.75) was used for all measurements. With an addition x 1.25 lens in the light path, the overall magnification of the system was x 25. PI was excited with a narrow-band Olympus excitation cube G (excitation BP 545 + EO 530, dichroic mirror DM 570, and barrier filter 0 590).
The light transducer used was a MicroImager 1400 scientific CCD camera (Xillix Technologies) mounted directly in the primary image plane of the microscope. This camera has excellent low light level sensitivity (lo4 lux) and employs signal conditioning circuitry for reduction of electronic noise and the suppression of dark current (15.16). The response of the camera is linear over a dynamic range greater than six orders of magnitude. The square pixel width of the detector is 6.8 pm; at x 25 magnification this corresponds to a pixel spacing at the specimen plane of 0.27 pm. Adequate sampling of the image was achieved at this magnification, since the diffraction limit of optical resolution for red light (650 nm) using a 0.75 NA lens is 0.53 pm.
The 12-bit digital signal from the camera was mapped to 8 bits; in essence, this provides programmable control of the gain and offset of the camera, since the range and scale of this mapping are selectable. Gain, offset, and integration time of the camera were adjusted to obtain the largest possible dynamic range for the PI signal. Optical intensity values from different camera settings were calibrated using a piece of uranium oxide glass (Corning, Corning, W, cat. 3718) as a reference standard.
Computer-controlled motion of the microscope stage in three dimensions was provided by a Mertzhauser stage and controller, with revisit accuracy on the order of 1 pm in all three directions. Autofocusing was performed on each frame by maximizing the second moment of gray-level intensity distribution above a pre-determined threshold. The threshold was set at a pre-determined offset from the background frame intensity. Fine focus was conducted for each individual cell under analysis by maximizing the same focus parameter to ensure that each cell lay in precisely the same focal plane. The slide was scanned in a raster fashion, and microscopic fields were separated by roughly 100 pm.
Image Calibration. Corrections for the non-uniformity of epifluorescence illumination were performed by pixel-by-pixel division of the raw image by a calibration image of a uniformly fluorescing thin film (17). The ratio image was scaled back to its original range by multiplying by the mode of the calibration imw. The thin film consisted ofa solution of rhodamine-110-perchlorate (Exciton; Dayton, OH), a fluorophor selected for its broad 
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excitation range and its excellent photostability. A saturated solution of the fluorophor in methanol was prepared first, then diluted to the desired concentration with glycerol. A drop of the resulting viscous solution was placed on a clean micromope slide, coverslipped, and allowed to spread without pressure. The microscope was brought into focus on the thin film by focusing on the edge of the field diaphragm, which is in a conjugate focal plane to the sample under Koehler illumination. Regions of the thin film were selected on the basis of visual evaluation of field uniformity. The calibration image consisted of an average of images collected from eight different regions of the slide, to compensate for departures from uniformity of the film. In these experiments, 16 frames were averaged to obtain each of these eight images, to eliminate noise from the imaging system and to obtain a temporal average of the illumination pattern. Calibration images were collected separately under exactly the same illumination and imaging conditions as used for each experiment.
Feature Measurements. Objects were segmented initially using a global estimate of the best threshold. This estimate was refhed using an edge relocation algorithm, which places the object edge at the highest local value of the gradient image (18) . For each cell, the local value of the background intensity (Ibkg) was taken to be the mode of the pixel intensity distribution for non-object pixels in an area immediately surrounding the cell. Object pixel intensities Ii were corrected by subtracting this d u e : Ici = Ii -Ibkg.
We will consider the following features:
(1) AREA = Zi pixel area where the sum is over all N object pixels, and pixel area = 0.0729 pm2 is the size of one pixel at the specimen plane.
(2) IO1 = ZiI& (2) ET 10 157 (7) 3.4 (20) 3.0 (20) 53 ( (1) The between slides means (BSM = average of the within slide feature means over n slides) of the features are listed for each futative. The between slides cv of each feature (BSCV = cv of the within slide feature means over n slides) are given in parentheses and are expressed in terms of percent of the BSM. The BSM and BSCV of the correlation codficient (7) are given for correlations between AREA and IO1 for cells within the GI peak. The stoichiometric index (SI) is the ratio of the IO1 value of the Gz pek to that of the GI peak and should be eaual to 2.0 for stoichiometric staining. REG, Regaud's; BS. Boehm-Sprenger; CAR, Carnoy's; ME, methanol; AIR, air-dried; ET, ethanol; AM, acetonelmethanol.
where the sum is over all object pixels but also includes pixels on the edge of the cell.
We define
where the brackets <> refer to the mean of the measurement over the object. Then:
(3) OICV = OIVAR'/Z/(IOI/N). and
The values of the optical intensity distribution statistics are all normalized to enable comparisons between features derived from images with different values of IO1 and with different dynamic ranges.
Gray level co-occurrence texture features were calculated according to Unser (19) by computing the probability distribution ofthe sums and differences of pixel intensities for adjacent pixels: ps(i) = probability that adjacent pixels have intensities which sum to i pd(i) = probability that adjacent pixels have intensities which differ by i
The dynamic range of each gray level image was compressed to 40 gray levels before these statistics were computed, ensuring equivalence between features with different dynamic ranges.
We will consider two of these features:
where is the mean intensity of the object. Correlation is a measure of the "smoothness" of the object; a large value indicates that the image has large connected areas with the same or similar intensity. Data Screening. Images of at least 1000 cells were collected for each slide. Artifacts, touching and overlapping cells, and disrupted nuclei were rejected during data collection by setting conservative limits on the object area, shape, and 101. Objects with saturated pixel intensities, which occurred infrequently, were also removed. Images were also reviewed after automated data collection, and a small number of fragmented and touching nuclei were eliminated, along with rare occurrences of cells that were obviously out of focus. Infrequent metaphase cells were included in the cell cycle analysis but were eliminated from the comparisons of feature measurements between different fixatives.
Twelve slides were prepared for each fixative batch, but some slides were considered unusable because of the presence of large numbers of distorted and fragmented nuclei, doubtless a result of the fixation process. In addition, some slides were discarded because not enough cells were present for automated scanning. This was most likely due to the fact that HCT-8 cells are only weakly adherent to glass, and multiple washes caused the loss of too many cells.
Quantitative Precision
The precision of IO1 measurements was determined by automated acquisition of images of over 2000 DNA check beads, which are the most reliable intensity standards we have studied. The cv of this measurement was found to be 2%, which we consider to be close to the lower limit of the error of the system.
Major sources of error were investigated: the stability of the illumination in the green region (550 f 5 nm) of the spectrum was found to be 0.1% over a period of 4 hr. The error of image calibration was 1%, determined from the cv of the intensity distribution over a calibrated image of a uniformly fluorescing field. The stability of the calibration was determined by acquiring and calibrating successive images of the same field of a uniformly fluorescing film at intervals of roughly 10 sec. The calibration error remained fairly constant over a 4-hr period, with a cv of 4%. The replication precision of 101 measurements, reflecting primarily the electronic noise of the imaging system, was determined by measurements of 200 consecutive images of the same cell and was found to be 0.2%. On some slides there was some variation (m0.3%) in IO1 measurements across the width of the slide (but not along its length), possibly due to reflections from the edge of the slide. In an independent series of measurements, the illumination aperture width was reduced by half to reduce the glare from the epi-illumination optics. No significant improvements in the cv of the IO1 were observed, suggesting that the image calibration procedure is sufficient for correction of glare in this system.
CeZ. Cycle Analysis
The mean and cv of the feature measurements were computed for each slide, and these statistics will be referred to as the within-slide mean (WSM) and within slide cv (WSCV). Statistics of the WSMs were computed over a sample of at least nine slides for each fixative. These will be referred to as the between-slides mean (BSM) and cv (BSCV).
Bimodal IO1 histograms were obtained for all fixatives examined in this study. IO1 values were normalized by the mode of the G1 peak and were binned to 256 channels over the range 0.0-4.0. In Figure 1 , representative IO1 histograms are shown for each fixative. Using the program Multicycle (Phoenix Flaw System; San Diego, CA), IO1 histograms were fitted to the sum of two normal distributions centered at the G1 and G2 peaks plus a broadened polynormal representing S-phase cells. This analysis is summarized in Table 2 , which lists for each fixative treatment the BSM of the fol: lowing features: cv of the G1 peak, the percentages of G1 cells, and the stoichiometric index (SI = ratio of the IO1 value at the mode of the G2 peak to the value at the mode of the G1 peak).
The overall accessibility of PI to the DNA in HCT-8 cells is reflected in the value of the (un-normalized) IO1 for each fixation protocol. Specimens fixed, with agents that cross-link DNA to nucleoproteins (e.g., nuclear matrix, histones) stained more faintly. This phenomenon has been explained in terms of insolubilization of nucleoproteins, immobilization of DNA within the nuclear matrix (9,10), and subsequent decrease in the permanence of the dye.
Regaud's fixative, which contains K2Cr207 in addition to formaldehyde, might be expected to cross-link DNA to a greater extent than Boehm-Sprenger and hence render the DNA less accessible to PI. Studies of increasing lengths of time in formalin fixative, leading to more extensive cross-linking, have also shown this effect (11) . In addition, the Boehm-Sprenger fiitive contains 80% methanol, and would be expected to extract more nucleoproteins than Regaud's, which has a high water content (85%). It is probable that the latter effect contributes most significantly to the reduced value of the IO1 with Regaud's fixative. The value of IO1 cv was similarly increased for Boehm-Sprenger and Regaud's fixatives, indicating variability of access to DNA within these cells.
Specimens fined with Carnoy's fixative and methanol have similar staining intensities, roughly 75% higher than REG and BS. To a greater or lesser degree, all of the fixatives examined in this study lead to insolubilization of nuclear proteins (denaturation or "coagulation") and differ in their ability to extract these proteins. Airdried and ethanol-fixed specimens are next in the progression of staining intensity. Ethanol has been shown to be an efficient solubilizing agent for histones, and hence specimens fixed with ethanol stain somewhat more intensely than those fixed in methanol. Some extraction of nucleoproteins takes place for all fixatives during rehydration through graded ethanol:H20 and during the process of permeabilization in detergent. This explains why airdried specimens are similar in stain intensity to those fixed in ethanol. We assume that no coagulation or insolubility effects are present when specimens are air-dried, and that nucleoprotein extraction from these cells can therefore occur with greater efficiency than for REG, BS, CAR, and ME. We have found permeabilization to be an essential step for good staining stoichiometry, even for the lengthy staining periods used in this study.
Also listed in Table 2 are the BSM values of the relative IO1 of the G1 peak, and the BSM of the correlation coefficient for correlations between AREA and 101. Figure 2 is a scatter plot of the normalized IO1 vs AREA for acetonelmethanol fixation, showing clearly identifiable GI, G2, and S-phase compartments. Metaphase and late telophase cells can also be identified in the figure as distinct clusters of cells, smaller and slightly more intensely staining than their counterparts in GI and G2, respectively. The ability to distinguish metaphase cells in this manner was not possible for slides fixed in Boehm-Sprenger or Regaud's fixatives, since the cv of IO1 were too high with these preparations.
Positive correlations with area were observed for a number of fixatives, indicating an increased accessibility of PI to DNA in larger cells. These correlations are not due to inner filtering or other concentration-dependent effects (e.g., self-quenching), since they are not observed for acetonelmethanol fixed cells, which stained the most intensely. The negative correlation observed for Carnoy's fixation could be due to diffusion of the dye from stained cells into the mounting medium, with larger cells affording more surface area for diffusion. It is curious, however, that this effect is not seen for any other fixatives.
It is possible that accessibility arguments could in part explain the fact that the stoichiometric index is greater than 2.0 for all fixatives examined, but there is no clear relationship between the correlation coefficients and the SI. For example, the accessibility of the dye to DNA does not seem to be a problem for acetonelmethanol: fixed cells (T = 0.006), but the stoichiometric index is still 2.05. In addition, the SI is not related to the intensity of staining, so this is not a concentration-dependent effect. It is possible that the reorganization and breakdown of the nuclear membrane that take place during Gz, as well as nucleoprotein alterations, could render these cells more permeable to the dye and hence increase the 101. This effect is evident in the extreme case in Figure 2 for metaphase and late telophase cells, which do not possess a nuclear membrane.
Feature Measurements
In qualitative terms, visual evaluation of the PI staining showed the familiar pattern of intensely staining clumps of relatively ATrich condensed chromatin (as determined from AT-specific stains), overlaid on a less intensely staining network of less condensed chromatin. Such highly condensed chromatin clumps were not evident in acetone/methanol-and methanol-fixed cells, indicating dramatic decondensation processes. In Figure 3 , values of the WSMs are plotted for each slide for the features IO1 vs AREA for cells within the G1 peak. Methanolfixed specimens had the largest area, and air-dried specimens were on average the smallest, with the largest variation from slide to slide. There is no clear correlation of stain intensity with nuclear area in these cells; variations in stain permeance are dependent instead on the microstructure of the fixed cells. In contrast, Giroud and Montmasson (9). in a study of fixation-dependent Feulgen staining of mouse hepatocytes, concluded that the accessibility was directly related to the nuclear area. The difference in these findings may be due to denaturation artifacts introduced by the Feulgen procedure, or may have to do with differences in cell type and nuclear area: HCT-8 cells are quite flat, with large nuclei, compared with mouse hepatocytes.
Optical intensity distribution data are presented in graphic form. signal was maximized for each fixative and the image was compressed to 40 gray levels before calculation of these features.
In general, it is evident from the figures that the slide-to-slide reproducibility of these features is quite good. The contrast of the images is given by the value of OIVC and is highest for BS fixation. Methanol produced the worst contrast, and no dramatic differences are evident among the other fixatives. BS was the only fixative procedure that produced a positive value for the skewness, indicating that the intensity is skewed towards brightly staining heterochromatic regions and that decondensation is least severe in these cells.
This interpretation is confirmed by the plot of SHADE vs CORRELATION, which shows a dramatically higher positive value for the SHADE in BS-fixed cells, indicating the dominance of bright-stained heterochromatic regions in the computation of this feature. Intermediate values of SHADE were obtained for Regaudsand ethanol-fixed cells, demonstrating some preservation of heterochromatic structure. Negative values of SHADE were obtained for the remaining fixatives, suggesting poor preservation of chromatin condensation patterns. In this respect, methanol fixation had the worst performance. Ehnination of the CORRELATION (a mea- 95 110 1 2 5 140 I55 1 0.5 ' 0 CORRELATION ( a . u . 1 
Discussion
For these measurements we used epifluorescence illumination with a quartz-tungsten-halogen (QTH) light source, the same incandescent source commonly employed for absorbance microscopy. For monochrome measurements of stained DNA, this represents a stable and economical alternative to comparatively short-lived and expensive arc lamp sources, which are standard on most fluorescence microscopes. QTH light sources have negligible output in the uv region of the spectrum, so our choice of stains was limited to those that can be excited with visible light. The DNAintercalating dye PI was chosen because of its high quantum yield, good photostability, its lack of base pair specificity, and its excellent track record for stoichiometric labeling of fixed cells.
The slides were left in the staining solution for a considerably longer period (12 hr) than usually reported, to ensure staining equilibrium with exposed DNA. In a study by Santisteban et al. (20) , PI staining of Boehm-Sprenger-fixed mouse hepatocytes was performed for 60 min and the cv of the IO1 was determined to be 13.7%. In this study, similar results were obtained for HCT-8 cells after 60 min of PI staining (data not shown), but after 12 hr the cv of the IO1 was considerably reduced to 6.5%.
The concentration of PI used was 100 pglml, somewhat higher than usually reported (10-50 pglml) (20, 21) , which ensured that the dye binding would proceed more quickly to equilibrium. We had previously observed in acetonelmethanol-fixed cells that no significant cell-size dependencies of IO1 were present over a broad range of PI concentrations (1-200 pglml). This indicated that concentration-dependent quenching or inner filtering effects were not present at the concentrations used (22) .
We have demonstrated that the use of different fixation protocols leads to pronounced differences in the accessibility of PI to DNA in HCT-8 cells. Higher accessibility can be attributed to a greater degree of nucleoprotein extraction and a corresponding increase in chromatin decondensation. In vivo chromatin condensation patterns are best preserved with the use of fixatives that crosslink DNA to nucleoproteins, resulting in decreased solubility of nucleoproteins and immobilization of DNA within the nuclear matrix. A significant increase in the cv of IO1 measurements is observed with the use of cross-linking agents, indicating increased variability of access to DNA within cells fixed in this manner. This imposed a practical constraint on the ability to detect aneuploidy in cells treated with cross-linking fixatives, particularly in marginal cases where high resolution of DNA content measurements is required. In this respect, Boehm-Sprenger fixation (cv = 6.5%) is superior to Regaud's fixative (cv = 8.4%). If high resolution of DNA content were the only criterion, acetone methanol (AM) fixation would have to be considered the fixative of choice. The cv of IO1 measurements for AM fixation (3.7%) is not significantly different from that for ethanol (3.4%), but the lack of any significant dependence on the nuclear area with acetonelmethanol fixa-tion indicates that this method may yield better results in populations where larger variations in cell size may be present.
We have shown that measurements of DNA distribution parameters we have considered are highly reproducible and sensitive to the presence of highly condensed, brightly staining chromatin clumps. In terms of preservation of chromatin condensation patterns, there is no doubt that Boehm-Sprenger fixation produced the best results. Measurement of chromatin distribution parameters showed dramatic changes for BS fixation, which were consistent with visual observations that chromatin decondensation was not as severe in these cells. Methanol fixation produced the most severe chromatin decondensation, with chromatin distribution parameters that were dramatically worse than the intermediate values obtained for other fixatives.
It is interesting to note that the use of ethanol and Regaud's fixatives results in quite similar values for DNA distribution parameters, corresponding to an intermediate state of chromatin decondensation. If we were to balance the requirements for a low value of the cv of IO1 with the need for preservation of chromatin condensation pattems, ethanol fixation would seem to be the method of choice. We have shown in a quantitative manner, however, that this strategy does result in the substantial loss of potentially valuable information. It is our conclusion, therefore, that Boehm-Sprenger fixation is optimal for applications where chromatin distribution patterns are important, provided that some loss in resolution of IO1 measurements is tolerable. 
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